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to combine the graphical strengths of statecharts and
the abstraction power of process algebra operators. An
elementary ASTD is an automaton. Elementary ASTDs
can be easily integrated with operators like sequence,
Kleene closure, choice, guard, parallel composition with
synchronization, quantiﬁed choice and quantiﬁed parallel
composition. Like in statecharts, automaton states can
themselves be complex ASTDs. ASTDs can be translated
into B for formal analysis and proof [13]. They can be
associated with B machines to model data and they can
be reﬁned in the Event-B style by adding new events [14],
[15]. A B machine contains one operation for each event
and it encapsulates data associated to the ASTD, similar
to the CSP2B approach. When an event is executed by the
ASTD, the corresponding operation in the data B machine
is also executed.
In this paper, we propose an extension of the ASTD
notation to support the declaration of attributes (i.e., state
variables) and actions that can modify these attributes
when a transition is executed. In contrast to [8], [9], [15],
these extensions enable to support data handling directly
within the ASTD speciﬁcation, closer to the statecharts
style. Thus, the proposed extension provides the same level
of data modelling as in tools like Stateﬂow [16], but with
the additional control ﬂow abstraction capability of process algebra operators. Attributes can be locally declared
within each ASTD. Actions can be executed on automaton
transitions, but also at the level of an ASTD itself, in order
to easily factor out code that needs to be executed for
every transitions of an ASTD. This paper proposes also a
new ASTD operator called ﬂow which corresponds to an
AND state in statecharts and is a compromise between
interleaving and synchronization in process algebras. It
combines multiple ASTDs and executes an event on each
of them that can execute it. Thus, it is a form of weak
synchronization. We have identiﬁed the need for these
extensions while exploring the use of ASTDs to model
cyber security attacks.
This paper provides a formal operational semantics of
these extensions. It also presents an interpreter implemented in OCaml and a model checker based on ProB [17]
that can be used to execute and validate ASTD speciﬁcations.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II

Abstract—Algebraic
State-Transition
Diagrams
(ASTDs) are extensions of common automata and
statecharts that can be combined with process algebra
operators like sequence, choice, guard and quantiﬁed
synchronization. They were previously introduced
for the graphical representation, speciﬁcation and
proof of information systems. In an attempt to use
ASTDs to specify cyber attack detection, we have
identiﬁed a number of missing features in ASTDs.
This paper extends the ASTD notation with state
variables (attributes), actions on transitions, and a
new operator called ﬂow which corresponds to AND
states in statecharts and is a compromise between
interleaving and synchronization in process algebras.
We provide a formal structured operational semantics
of these extensions and illustrate its implementation
in an OCaml-based interpreter called iASTD and the
model checker ProB. Extended ASTDs are illustrated
in a case study in cyber attack detection.
Index Terms—Formal Methods, Algebraic StateTransition Diagrams, Information Systems, Cyber Attack Detection.

I. Introduction
Model-based languages like Abstract State Machines
(ASM) [1], B [2] and Z [3] provide rich environments
for specifying data and behavioural aspects of systems.
However, the modelling of control ﬂow in these languages,
e.g., sequence, choice or parallel composition, is not easy to
understand and validate with users. Process algebras like
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [4] and the
Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [5] describe interactions, communications, and synchronizations between
processes. They support rich operators like sequence,
choice, parallel composition, interleaving and iteration.
But, they do not support a concise and elegant way to
describe complex data aspects [6].
Combinations of CSP and Z (e.g., Circus [7]), CSP
and B (e.g. CSPB [8], CSP2B [9]) integrate process
algebras with model-based notations to provide a richer
speciﬁcation environment that provides a more explicit
representation of the control ﬂow and support a rich
notation for data modelling. On the other hand, graphical
notations like statecharts [10], [11] and their variants
oﬀer an even more explicit representation of control and
have shown their usefulness in various domains. AlgebraicState Transition Diagrams (ASTDs) were proposed in [12]
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where Ee , Ee denote the before and after values of variables in the ASTDs enclosing ASTD a. The ﬁrst rule
provided below relates the state-transition relation with
the auxiliary one. It states that a transition is proved
starting with empty environments.

introduces the extended ASTD notation and describes its
operational semantics. Section III presents a case study
in cyber attack detection and illustrates the proposed
extensions. In Section IV, we present the ASTD interpreter
and the model checker based on ProB. Section V concludes
by some discussions and perspectives.

σ,{},{}

env

s −−−−→a s
σ

s−
→a s
ASTDs are non-deterministic. If several transitions on
σ are possible from a given state s, then one of them is
non-deterministically chosen. The operational semantics is
inductively deﬁned in the sequel for some ASTD subtypes.

II. Extended ASTD Syntax and Semantics
This section aims to formally specify the extensions (i.e.,
attributes, actions and the new operator ﬂow). Actions
and attributes are required to more precisely and concisely
describe cyber attacks [18], while the new operator allows
executing multiple attack events from various sources (e.g.,
network, host) and combining diﬀerent attack models,
being parts of a whole attack. This is particularly useful to
detect multi-step attacks and advanced persistent threats
that originate from multiple entry points and attack vectors [19]. Introducing attributes and actions require adding
a concept of global state to the ASTD semantic rules, while
the new operator “simply” requires its own rules to be
added, albeit with a twist (Sect. II-D).
The structure (syntax) of ASTDs is deﬁned using a type
hierarchy. Each ASTD operator is represented by a type.
To identify characteristics shared by all ASTD types, we
Δ
deﬁne an abstract ASTD type ASTD = n, P, V, Aastd 
where n ∈ Name is the name of the ASTD, P is an optional
list of parameters, V is a set of attributes, Aastd ∈ A is
an action; its default value is skip, which does nothing.
Parameters P are used to receive values passed by a calling
ASTD; they can be read-only or read-write. Attributes V
are state variables that can be modiﬁed by actions and
tested in guards within the scope of the ASTD. Actions
can also modify attributes received as parameters of the
ASTD. Each ASTD type inherits from the supertype
ASTD.
We also distinguish between the syntax of an ASTD and
its state. We denote by States the set of states of ASTDs.
Each ASTD type gives rise to a subtype of States. In
this paper, we content ourselves with the deﬁnition of the
following subtypes of ASTDs: elem, Sequence, Automaton,
Synchronization and Flow. A complete deﬁnition of extended
ASTDs is available at [20]. Final states of an ASTD are
determined by a function ﬁnal of type ASTD × States →
Boolean. Function init of type ASTD → States returns the
initial state of an ASTD.
The semantics of ASTDs consists of a labeled transition
system (LTS). A LTS is a subset of States × Event × States
σ
and a transition is denoted by s −
→a s . It means that
ASTD a can execute event σ from state s and move
to state s . The semantics of an ASTD depend on the
variables declared in its enclosing ASTDs; we use environments to represent the values of these variables. An
Δ
environment is a partial function of type Env = Var →
 Term
which assigns values to variables. We need to introduce an
auxiliary transition relation that handles environments:

A. Automaton
1) Syntax: An automaton ASTD is a structure
aut, Σ, S, ν, δ, SF, DF, n0  with the following constraints.
Σ ⊆ Event is the alphabet. S ⊆ Name is the set of state
names. ν ∈ S → ASTD maps each state name to its subASTD, which can be elementary (noted elem) or complex.
An automaton transition between states n1 , n2 ∈ S labeled
with σ[g]/Atr is represented as a tuple in the transition
relation δ as follows:
((loc, n1 , n2 ), σ, g, Atr , ﬁnal?) ∈ δ
Symbol ﬁnal? is a Boolean: when ﬁnal? = true, the source
of the transition is decorated with a bullet; it indicates that
the transition can be ﬁred only if n1 is ﬁnal. The ﬁnal?
ﬁeld is only useful when n1 is a complex state. We also
write δ((loc, n1 , n2 ), σ, g, Atr , ﬁnal?) to state that a tuple
is an element of δ.
There are other types of automaton transitions (e.g., to,
or from, a state of a nested automaton); they are omitted
here; see [20] for further information. SF ⊆ S is the set of
shallow ﬁnal states, while DF ⊆ S denotes the set of deep
ﬁnal states, with DF ∩ SF = ∅. n0 ∈ S is the name of
the initial state. The deﬁnition of f inal, provided in the
sequel, will describe the distinction between the two types
of ﬁnal states.
The state of an automaton cannot be simply represented
by a state name. It is a more complex structure of type
aut◦, n, E, s. aut◦ is the constructor of the automaton
state. n ∈ S denotes the current state of the automaton.
E contains the values of the automaton attributes.
Given an automaton a ∈ Automaton, we denote by
a.Field with F ield ∈ {Σ, S, ν, δ, SF, DF, n0 } the corresponding component of the tuple, i.e., a.n0 denotes the
initial state of a.
Functions init and ﬁnal are now deﬁned as follows. Let
a be an automaton ASTD.
Δ

init(a) = (aut◦, a.n0 , a.Einit , init(a.ν(n0 )))
Δ

ﬁnal(a, (aut◦, n, E, s)) = n ∈ a.SF ∨
(n ∈ a.DF ∧ f inal(a.ν(n), s))
Symbol Einit denotes the initial values of attributes, as
speciﬁed in their declaration. init(a.ν(n0 )) returns the
initial state of the sub-ASTD ν(n0 ) of n0 . For example,

σ,Ee ,Ee

s −−−−−→a s
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in Fig. 1, init(A.ν(1)) = elem as state 1 is elementary and
init(A) = (aut◦, 1, {(x, 0)}, elem). A deep ﬁnal state is ﬁnal
only when its sub-ASTD is also ﬁnal, whereas a shallow
ﬁnal state is ﬁnal irrespective of the state of its sub-ASTD.
2) Semantics: There are six rules of inference to deﬁne
the semantics of an automaton, in order to deal with the
diﬀerent types of transitions and states. The two most
frequently used rules are illustrated here. The other rules
are deﬁned in [20].
The ﬁrst rule, aut1 , describes a transition between local
states.
aut1

a.δ((loc, n1 , n2 ), σ  , g, Atr , ﬁnal?)

Ψ

 !   ! 
 !   ! 
   " 



 !



  
 !

 !





Fig. 1: An automaton ASTD with a complex state 2
locally (E). When a local variable bears the same name
as a variable declared in the enclosing ASTDs, it overrides
it, similarly to shadowing in programming languages like
C, which is represented using the override operator (−).
Their after values Eg are used to set E  (the local attributes) using the restriction on the attributes V declared
in the ASTD and the values Ee (the attributes declared
in enclosing ASTDs), to model variable shadowing.
Rule aut6 , handles transitions within the sub-ASTD
a.ν(n) of state n.

Ωloc


σ,Ee ,Ee

(aut◦, n1 , E, s) −−−−−→a (aut◦, n2 , E  , init(a.ν(n2 )))

The conclusion of this rule states that a transition on
event σ can occur from n1 to n2 with before and after
automaton attributes values E, E  . The state of the subASTD of n2 is its initial state (i.e., init(a.ν(n2 ))). The
premiss provides that such a transition is possible if there
is a matching transition in δ, which is represented by
δ((loc, n1 , n2 ), σ  , g, Atr , ﬁnal?). σ  is the event labelling
the transition, and it may contain variables. The value of
these variables is given by the environment Ee and local
attributes values E, which can be applied as a substitution
to a formula using operator ([ ]). This match on the
transition is provided by premiss Ψ deﬁned as follows.

Δ 
Ψ = (ﬁnal? ⇒ f inal(a, (aut◦, n1 , E, s))) ∧ g ∧ σ  = σ ([Eg ])

σ,Eg ,Eg

aut6

s −−−−−→a.ν(n) s

Θ

σ,Ee ,Ee

(aut◦, n, E, s) −−−−−→a (aut◦, n, E  , s )

⎛

⎞
Eg = Ee − E a.Aastd (Eg , Eg )
Δ ⎜
⎟
− Eg ) E  = V  Eg ⎠
Θ = ⎝ Ee = Ee − (V 
The transition starts from a sub-state s and moves to
the sub-state s of state n. Actions are executed bottomup. Eg denotes the values computed by the sub-ASTD.
Premiss Θ deﬁnes the computation of Eg from Eg by
executing the ASTD action Aastd . Ee and E  are extracted
by partitioning Eg using V . Premiss Θ is reused in all
subsequent rules where a sub-ASTD transition is involved.
3) Example: Fig. 1 provides an automaton ASTD that
we can use to illustrate transitions and transition execution proofs. Automaton A declares an attribute set
V={(x,int,0)} which contains attribute x, of type int with
initial value 0. Automaton A also declares an action
x:=!x+2. Actions are expressed in OCaml; expression !x
denotes the before value of x. State 1 is an elementary
state depicted by > e. State 2 of ASTD A is a complex
state, the automaton ASTD B. The transition from 1
to 2 is labeled with event e1(?y : int), which declares a
local variable y whose scope is only the transition. It also
contains guard [y > x] and an action x:=!x+y. ASTD B,
of state 2, declares a local variable z and an ASTD action
x := !x∗3. Its initial state is also ﬁnal and it is computed
by the function init(ν(2)) = (aut◦, 3, {(z, 0)}, elem).
ASTD A can execute the following two transitions.

Ψ can be understood as follows. If the transition is ﬁnal
(i.e., ﬁnal? = true), then the current state must be ﬁnal.
The transition guard g holds. The event received, noted σ,
is equal to the event σ  which labels the automaton transition, after applying the environment Eg as a substitution.
Environment Eg is deﬁned in premiss Ωloc .
⎧
⎫
A = Atr ; a.Aastd ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
E
=
E

−
E
⎪
⎪
g
e
⎨
⎬
Δ

A(Eg , Eg )
Ωloc =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
− Eg ) ⎪
⎪ Ee = Ee − (V 
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
E  = V  Eg
Premiss Ωloc uses the relational domain restriction operator U  r = {x → x | x ∈ U ∧ x → x ∈ r}, where
r is a relation and U a set, and the domain subtraction
U
− r = {x → x | x ∈ U ∧ x → x ∈ r}, and the override
r1 − r2 = (dom(r2 ) 
− r1 ) ∪ r2 . The execution of an action
A on attributes E with possible after value E  is noted
A(E, E  ). The sequential execution of actions A1 and A2
is noted A1 ; A2 . Premiss Ωloc can be understood as
follows. The actions executed are the transition action Atr ,
followed by the ASTD action a.Aastd , which is declared
in the heading of the automaton. The ASTD action is
useful to factor out state modiﬁcations that must be done
on every transition of the ASTD. Symbol Eg , deﬁned as
Ee − E, denotes the global list of variables that can be
modiﬁed by the actions. It includes the variables declared
in the enclosing ASTDs (Ee ) and the variables declared

(aut◦, 1, {(x, 0)}, elem)
e1(1)

(aut◦, 2, {(x, 3)}, (aut◦, 3, {(z, 0)}, elem))

e2(1)

(aut◦, 2, {(x, 14)}, (aut◦, 4, {(z, 1)}, elem))

−−−→A
−−−→A

The proof of the ﬁrst transition is the following, stripping
the keywords aut◦ and elem for the sake of concision.
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aut1
env

δ((loc, 1, 2), e1(y), y > x, x :=!x + y, false)
(y > x ∧ e1(y) = e1(1))([x := 0])

a ﬁnal state; ii) it is executing the second sub-ASTD which
is in a ﬁnal state.
2) Semantics: Three rules are necessary to deﬁne the
execution of the sequence. Rule 1 deals with transitions
on the sub-ASTD fst only. Rule 2 deals with transitions
from fst to snd, when fst is in a ﬁnal state. Rule 3 deals
with transitions on the sub-ASTD snd.

e1(1),{},{}

(1, {(x, 0)}) −−−−−−−→A (2, {(x, 3)}, (3, {(z, 0)}))
e1(1)

(1, {(x, 0)}) −−−→A (2, {(x, 3)}, (3, {(z, 0)}))
Rule env adds the empty environments. Rule aut1 succeeds,
because y is valued to 1 by the equality e1(y) = e1(1) and
the guard y > x holds after substituting x with 0. The
symbols of premiss Ωloc in step aut1 are valued as follows.

σ,Eg ,Eg

s −−−−−→a.fst s
1

(

aut6
env

δ((loc, 3, 4), e2(u), true, z :=!z + u; x :=!x + z, false)
(e2(u) = e2(1))([x := 3, z := 0])
e2(1),{(x,3)},{(x,12)}

(3, {(z, 0)}) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−→B (4, {(z, 1)})
e2(1),{},{}

(2, {(x, 3)}, (3, {(z, 0)})) −−−−−−−→A
(2, {(x, 14)}, (4, {(z, 1)}))
e2(1)

(2, {(x, 3)}, (3, {(z, 0)})) −−−→A
(2, {(x, 14)}, (4, {(z, 1)}))

B. Sequence
The sequence ASTD allows for the sequential composition of two ASTDs. When the ﬁrst item reaches a ﬁnal
state, the second one can start its execution. This enables
decomposing problems into a set of tasks that have to be
executed in sequence.
1) Syntax: A sequence ASTD is a structure  , fst, snd
where fst, snd are ASTDs denoting respectively the ﬁrst
and second sub-ASTDs of the sequence. A sequence state
is of type  ◦, E, [fst | snd], s, where ◦ is a constructor
of the sequence state, E the values of attributes declared
in the sequence, [fst | snd] is a choice between two markers
that respectively indicate whether the sequence is in the
ﬁrst sub-ASTD or the second sub-ASTD and s ∈ States.
Functions init and ﬁnal are deﬁned as follows. Let a be a
sequence ASTD.
Δ

init(a) =
ﬁnal(a, (

◦, E, fst, s))

Δ

=

(

◦, E, snd, s))

Δ

=

−−−−−→a (

◦, E, snd, s)

σ,Ee ,Ee

−−−−−→a (

◦, E



Θ

, snd, s )

Θ
◦, E



, snd, s )

=

Δ

(|[]|◦, a.Einit , init(a.l), init(a.r))

ﬁnal(a, (|[]|◦, E, sl , sr ))

Δ

ﬁnal(a.l, sl ) ∧ ﬁnal(a.r, sr )

=

2) Semantics: There are three inference rules. Rules
|[]|1 and |[]|2 respectively describe execution of events, with
no synchronization required, either on the left or the right
sub-ASTDs. Rule |[]|1 below caters for execution on the left
sub-ASTD. The function α(e) returns the label of event e.
|[]|1

∧

α(σ) ∈
/Δ

σ,Eg ,Eg

sl −−−−−→a.l sl

Θ

σ,Ee ,Ee

(|[]|◦, E, sl , sr ) −−−−−→a (|[]|◦, E  , sl , sr )

Rule |[]|2 is symmetric to |[]|1 and indicates behaviour
when the right side execute the action.

ﬁnal(a.snd, init(a.snd))
ﬁnal(a, (

, fst, s )

init(a)

◦, a.Einit , fst, init(a.fst))

f inal(a.fst, s)



C. Parameterized Synchronization
Synchronization ASTDs allow managing concurrent resources between two ASTD components using the synchronization operator |[]|. Events and variables between the
two components are recorded in a synchronization set Δ
for handling synchronization.
1) Syntax: A parameterized synchronization ASTD is
a structure |[]|, Δ, l, r where Δ is the synchronization
set of event labels, l, r ∈ ASTD are the synchronized
ASTDs. When the label of the event belongs to Δ, the
two sub-ASTDs must both execute it; otherwise either
the left or the right sub-ASTD can execute it; if both
sub-ASTDs can execute it, the choice between them is
nondeterministic. When Δ = ∅, the synchronization is
called an interleaving, noted .
A parameterized synchronization state is of type
|[]|◦, E, sl , sr , where sl , sr are the states of the left and
right sub-ASTDs. Initial and ﬁnal states are deﬁned as
follows. Let a be a parameterized synchronized ASTD.

The proof of the second transition is the following.

aut1

◦, E, fst, s)

σ,Ee ,Ee

σ,Eg ,Eg

(

◦, E

σ,Eg ,Eg

s −−−−−→a.snd s

3

Θ

init(a.snd) −−−−−→a.snd s

2

(

−−−−−→a (

◦, E, fst, s)

ﬁnal(a.fst, s)([Eg ])

E = {(x, 0)} Ee = {}
Eg = {} − {(x, 0)} = {(x, 0)}
Eg = {(x, 3)},
since{x:=!x+1; x := !x+2}({(x, 0)}, {(x, 3)})
− {(x, 3)}) = {}
Ee = {} − ({x} 
E  = {x}  {(x, 3)} = {(x, 3)}

σ,Ee ,Ee

f inal(a.snd, s)

|[]|2

The initial state of a sequence is the initial state of its
ﬁrst sub-ASTD. A sequence state is ﬁnal when either i) it
is executing its ﬁrst sub-ASTD and this one is in a ﬁnal
state, and the initial state of the second sub-ASTD is also

α(σ) ∈
/Δ

σ,Eg ,Eg

sr −−−−−→a.r sr
σ,Ee ,Ee

Θ


(|[]|◦, E, sl , sr ) −−−−−→a (|[]|◦, E , sl , sr )

The most interesting case is when the left and right subASTDs must synchronize on an event (i.e., when α(σ) ∈
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those in CSP, CSPB, CSP2B or Circus. Since CSP is
a pure process algebra, it does not support attributes.
In CSPB and CSP2B, a single operation is executed
to update a set of global state variables; the problem of
having two diﬀerent actions modifying the same variable
does not exist. However, if the action to execute depends
on the state of the CSP expression, extra state variables
must be added to encode the CSP state in the B machine,
which introduces some undesirable coupling between the
CSP speciﬁcation and the B speciﬁcation, breaking the
ideal separation between the control part represented in
CSP and the data part represented in B. In Circus, synchronization occurs on channels only; state variables are
not modiﬁed on a synchronization between two processes;
actions are executed in interleave. The ASTD action is
particularly useful for the synchronization ASTD, because
it enables to make decisions and updates based on the
result of the execution in both sub-ASTDs.
Also note that to process and combine action eﬀects
performed in sequence or in parallel, there are multiple
alternatives available. The B [2] style parallel updates
are quite restrictive, and disallow parallel assignments to
the same variables. The ASM approach [1] is to collect
parallel updates and perform them at the end of an
(atomic) event. The translation from ASM to B in [21]
proposes to use update functions which are composed.
While elegant, the actions in our ASTD implementation
take eﬀect immediately and are executed by a “black box”
interpreter. Hence this was not a practical approach.




 
σ 

Fig. 2: Commutativity of actions execution in a parameterized synchronization on σ
Δ). Consider the transitions on the left and right subASTDs when each of them is executed independently of
the other.




σ,Eg ,Egl
σ,Eg ,Egr
Δ


Ωilr =
sl −−−−−−→a.l sl
sr −−−−−−→a.r sr
Since shared variables (Eg ) can be modiﬁed by both subASTDs, their modiﬁcations could be inconsistent, which
should forbid the synchronization transition. This requires


= Egr
. However, when one variable
to check that Egl
is modiﬁed by both sub-ASTDs, the natural intent is
typically that the compound result of both sides is desired,
that is, to assume that one side executes on the values
returned by the other. For instance, assume that both
sub-ASTDs increment shared variable x by 1 and assume
that the before value of x is 0. The above semantics
gives x = 1, whereas the compound result is x = 2. If
one sub-ASTD increments by 1 and the other by 2, the
above semantics forbids execution because the result is
inconsistent, whereas the compound execution returns 3.
Executing the left sub-ASTD before the right sub-ASTD
is speciﬁed as follows.




Δ
σ,Eg ,Eg1
σ,Eg1
,Eg
Ωlr =
sl −−−−−−→a.l sl
sr −−−−−−→a.r sr

D. Flow

Executing the right sub-ASTD before the left sub-ASTD
is speciﬁed as follows.




Δ
σ,Eg ,Eg2
σ,Eg2
,Eg
Ωrl =
sr −−−−−−→a.r sr
sl −−−−−−→a.l sl

It is quite common that the same event e can be part of
several cyber attack speciﬁcations, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
An intrusion detection system needs to execute such an
event on each attack speciﬁcation that can execute it;
this behaviour is not fulﬁlled by either interleaving or
synchronization of attack speciﬁcations. This raises the
need of a new operator , called ﬂow, which will execute
the event on each sub-ASTD whenever possible, like AND
states in statecharts. In contrast to other ASTD operators,
the rules for this operator involve negation, i.e., one has to
determine whether an event is not possible for sub-ASTDs.
In that respect it is related to FDR’s priority annotation
for CSP [22]. Such an annotation could probably be used
to implement .
In Fig. 3, Attack0 combines multiple attacks using a
ﬂow: Attack1, Attack2 and Attack3. The ﬂow operator
checks all possible transitions from each attack component
and executes them. When event e is received, transitions
0-1, 3-4 and 7-8 are executed if their ASTDs are in state 0,
3 and 7, respectively. Other transitions (i.e., 1-2, 4-5 and
6-7) execute in interleaving.
1) Syntax: A ﬂow ASTD is a structure , l, r. A ﬂow
state is of type ◦, E, sl , sr , where sl , sr are the states of
the left and right sub-ASTDs. Initial and ﬁnal states are

Since synchronization is commutative, i.e., both execution
orders should return the same states. Fig. 2 illustrates
this property. Checking this commutativity at each transition is expensive. To improve performance, it could be
statically checked using proof obligations, or by analysis
of the variables read and written by each sub-ASTD, to
ensure that the left and right sub-ASTDs are independent
(i.e., they do not modify the same variables and one subASTD does not modify the variables read by the other).
When the synchronization operands are nondeterministic,
this is still expensive to execute, because a commutative
combination must be found, which means enumerating
combinations of possibilities from both sides. Still, this is
our preferred semantics for a synchronization, because it
works well for deterministic speciﬁcations. Here is the rule
for synchronization.
|[]|3

α(σ) ∈ Δ

Ωlr

Ωrl

Θ

σ,Ee ,Ee

(|[]|◦, E, sl , sr ) −−−−−→a (|[]|◦, E  , sl1 , sr1 )

Note that our treatment of synchronization diﬀers from
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Attack0,

⋓

Attack1, aut
1

e[g]
>

Attack2, aut

e'[g']
/A'

e[g]/A

2

0

>

Attack3, aut
4

e"[g"]
/A"

e'''
/A'''

5

3

>

e

7

8

6

Fig. 3: Using the Flow operator to combine multiple attack models
of b to each value of T . Initial and ﬁnal states are deﬁned
as follows. Let a be a quantiﬁed synchronized ASTD.

deﬁned as follows. Let a be a ﬂow ASTD.
Δ

init(a)

=

(◦, a.Einit , init(a.l), init(a.r))

Δ

ﬁnal(a.l, sl ) ∧ ﬁnal(a.r, sr )

ﬁnal(a, (◦, E, sl , sr )) =

init(a)

σ,Eg ,Eg

|[]|:1

Symbol ⊥ is used to denote an undeﬁned value. The
negation of a transition predicate is computed using the
usual negation as failure approach. For example (Fig. 3),
the execution of transitions 0 to 1 and 3 to 4 fails on the
reception of the event e . Then, they are ignored while
the transition 6 to 7 is executed. Here are the ﬁrst two
rules when only one of the two sub-ASTDs can execute
the event.
σ,Eg ,Eg

1

sl −−−−−→a.l sl

sr −−−→a.r ⊥

Ωlr ⇔ Ωrl

σ,Eg

sl −−−→a.l ⊥
σ,Ee ,Ee

Ωlr ⇔ Ωrl

(◦, E, sl , sr ) −−−−−→a (◦, E



α(σ) ∈ Δ

σ,Eg 
−{x→c},Eg

f (c) −−−−−−−−−−−→a.b s

Θ

σ,Ee ,Ee

(|[]|:◦, E, f ) −−−−−→a (|[]|:◦, E  , f − {c → s })

|[]|:2

Θ

α(σ) ∈ Δ

Ωqsyn

Θ

σ,Ee ,Ee

(|[]|:◦, E, f ) −−−−−→a (|[]|:◦, E  , f  )

Premiss Ωqsyn formalizes commutativity by universally
quantifying over all permutations p of T (noted p ∈ π(T ))
and using Es as a sequence of environments storing the
intermediate results of the computation of Eg from Eg by
iterating over the elements p(i) of p. Let k = |T |.

(◦, E, sl , sr ) −−−−−→a (◦, E  , sl , sr )
sr −−−−−→a.r sr

∀ c : T · ﬁnal(a.b, f (c))

Rule |[]|:2 describe execution of an event with synchronization. All elements of T must execute σ, in any order.
It generalizes rule |[]|3 and requires commutativity.

σ,Ee ,Ee

σ,Eg ,Eg

2

σ,Eg

(|[]|:◦, a.Einit , T × {init(a.b)})

Δ

2) Semantics: Rule |[]|:1 describe execution of events
with no synchronization. Symbol c denotes the element of
T chosen for the execution.

s −−−→a ⊥ = ¬ ∃ Eg , s · s −−−−−→a s
Δ

Δ

ﬁnal(a, (|[]|:◦, E, f )) =

2) Semantics: We use the following abbreviation to
denote that an ASTD cannot execute a transition from
a state s and global attributes Eg .
σ,Eg

=

Θ

, sl , sr )

⎞
∀ p ∈ π(T ) · ∃ Es ∈ 0..k → Env ∧ Es(0) = Eg
⎟
⎜ ∧ E(k) = E  ∧ ∀ i ∈ 1..k · (
=⎝
g
⎠
⎛

The premiss Ωlr ⇔ Ωrl ensures that one execution order
succeeds iﬀ the other also succeeds. It ensures the determinacy of the ﬂow operator.
The third rule describes the case where both sub-ASTDs
can execute the event; it is almost the same as |[]|3 , as it
requires commutativity.
Ωrl
Θ
Ωlr
3
σ,Ee ,Ee
(◦, E, sl , sr ) −−−−−→a (◦, E  , sl1 , sr1 )

Ωqsyn

Δ

σ,Es(i−1)
−{x→p(i)},Es(i)

f (p(i)) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→a.b f  (p(i)))
III. Case Study
Fig. 4 illustrates a case study of ASTDs in cyber attack
detection. Increasingly, attackers develop various strategies to break down existing defence systems and, consequently, gain unauthorized access to a private Information
System (IS). They operate strategically by executing a sequence of threatening actions [23] to discover the network
topology and vulnerabilities on the target IS, followed by a
phase exploiting the vulnerabilities found to command and
control the target. We illustrate this approach by an active
attack called Remote Access Trojan (RAT) [24]. A RAT
attack operates both on a network and a host. It starts on
a network through vulnerability scans. Next, the attacker
sends a malware to the victim machine (e.g., using email
spams) for exploitation. Once the malware is installed on
the victim’s machine, it tries to automatically connect to
the attacker machine, and an attack session is opened

E. Quantiﬁed Synchronization
The quantiﬁed synchronization allows for the modeling
of an arbitrary number of instances of an ASTD which are
executing in parallel, synchronizing on events from Δ.
1) Syntax: A quantiﬁed synchronization ASTD is a
structure |[]|:, x, T, Δ, b where x ∈ Var a quantiﬁed
variable that can be only accessed in read-only mode, T
the type of x, Δ ⊆ Label a synchronization set of event
labels and b ∈ ASTD the body of the synchronization. The
state of a quantiﬁed synchronization is of type |[]|:◦, E, f 
where |[]|:◦ is the constructor, E the values of attributes
and f ∈ T → States is a function which associates a state
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Remote_Access_Trojan, ⋓
RAT_Network, V = {(thres, int, 45), (recon_end, bool, false)}
Recon, ||| ipdst: string, Vb = {(count,int,0)} ||| portdst: string R1, aut
e(?x1:RecordEvent)[g1]

>

0

Exploit,=>,recon_end ||| ipsrc: string ||| portsrc: string E1, aut
e(?x1:RecordEvent)[g3] e(?x2:RecordEvent)[g4]
/Atr2

e(?x2:RecordEvent)[g2]
/Atr1
1

2

>

4

3

5

RAT_Host, |||
Registry_Activity, ||| ipsrc: string R2, aut

Net_Activity, ||| ipsrc: string ||| portsrc: string N1, aut

>

6

e(?x1:RecordEvent)[g5]
/Atr3

>

7

8

e(?x2:RecordEvent)[g6]/Atr4
9

g1 = (x1.ipdst=ipdst) && (x1.portdst=portdst) && (x1.proto="TCP") && (x1.tcpflags= "S") && (not recon_end)
g2 = (x2.ipsrc=ipdst) && (x2.portsrc=portdst) && (x2.proto="TCP") && (x2.tcpflags= "RA")
g3 = (x1.ipsrc=ipsrc) && (x1.portsrc=portsrc) && (x1.proto="TCP") && (x1.tcpflags= "S")
g4 = (x2.ipdst=ipsrc) && (x2.portdst=portsrc) && (x2.proto="TCP") && (x2.tcpflags= "SA") && (contains x2.payload "stdapi")
g5 = (x1.ipsrc=ipsrc) && (x1.portsrc=portsrc) && (x1.proto="TCP") && (x1.eventid= "3")
&& (List.mem x1.portdst ["80"; "443"; "444"; "445"; "4444"]))
g6 = (x2.ipsrc=ipsrc) && (x2.eventid= "13") && (contains x2.registrykey "HK\\(U\\|LV\\|LM\\|CR\\)\\\\") &&
(contains x2.registrykey "\\\\Run\\\\[a-zA-Z]+ .\\(exe\\|vbs\\|bat\\|lnk\\)")
Atr2 = {alert "Metasploit privilege escalation";;}
Atr1 = { count := !count+1;
if !count >= !thres then
Atr3 = {alert "File ' "^x1.image^" ' attempted a suspicious connection to "^x1.ipdst^" on port "
alert "Port scan attack";
^x1.portdst;;}
count := 0; recon_end := true;;}
Atr4 = {alert "Malware registry attack";;}

Fig. 4: Remote Access Trojan ASTD speciﬁcation
declares an attribute count whose value is shared by
all its interleave instances. Note that attributes can be
declared within any ASTD. ASTD Recon has a nested
nameless ASTD which is a quantiﬁed interleaving on the
destination port (i.e.,  portdst : string). For each possible
value taken by ipdst and portdst, the nested automaton
R1 tracks the scanning of a port; it also has read-write
access of the attributes count and thres. However, R1 can
not modify ipdst and portdst, because quantiﬁed interleave
variables are read-only. Being called within two quantiﬁed
interleaves, there is an instance of this automaton for
each pair of values of ipdst and portdst. Its initial state
is 0, depicted by > e and it is also ﬁnal (denoted by
g). This state has an outgoing transition labeled by the
e
event e(?x1:RecordEvent) and a guard [g1]. Variable x1 is
a local variable whose scope is the transition only. Type
RecordEvent is a record containing both host and network
events in the simpliﬁed form

when user clicks on the infected program (exploitation).
Then, events are generated from both host and network
sides. Considering both gives better insights (or a holistic
view) of RAT activities.
The main ASTD is identiﬁed by the attack name
Remote Access Trojan in the tab of the box. The name
can be omitted for nested ASTDs. Remote Access Trojan
illustrates the extension: it declares two attributes, thres
and recon end, with their types and initial values.
Remote Access Trojan is a ﬂow ASTD (denoted by )
that concurrently executes events from two attack models in a network and host: RAT Network and RAT Host.
RAT Network allows for sequential composition of two
ASTDs: Recon and Exploit. The ﬁrst ASTD of the sequence
(i.e., Recon) must reach a ﬁnal state before the next one
can start.
The ASTD Recon starts its execution and inspects the
network traﬃc to detect port scanning and operating
system (OS) detection attempts. Attempts may be done by
an attacker who tries to scan open ports and OS vulnerabilities (e.g., system errors, bugs) on the target IS (victim).
Attacker actions generate network traﬃc that contains
malicious patterns enabling identifying the current attack.
Recon is a quantiﬁed interleaving ASTD (denoted by 
ipdst : string) that allows an arbitrary number of instances
of the nested ASTD to be executed in interleaving, each
instance being indexed by its ip address ipdst. It also

systime, eventid, image, registrykey, proto,
ipsrc, portsrc, ipdst, portdst, tcpﬂags, payload
where systime is the date-time when the event occurred, eventid is the event ID [25] (e.g., "1"=Process
Creation, "3"=Network Connection, "13"=Registry Value
Set), image the ﬁle path of the running process, registrykey
the path of the registry object, proto is the protocol
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ﬁnal when its current state is ﬁnal. Since all the states
of R1 are ﬁnal, then ASTD Recon is always ﬁnal. Thus,
ASTD Exploit is always enabled, but it is a guard ASTD,
identiﬁed by the operator ⇒. It can start only if its
guard condition (recon end) is true. The introduction of
attributes allows us to deﬁne more speciﬁc guard conditions that can be used in guarded ASTDs in a sequential
composition. It is an alternative way of controlling the
sequential composition of ASTDs: since each automaton
state is ﬁnal, it is the guard that decides when the second
component of a sequence can trigger.
The exploit phase starts when the victim machine runs
an infected program (weapon) that communicates with the
attacker machine. It allows the attacker to send malicious
payloads to the victim by exploiting the Server Message
Block (SMB) vulnerability [26]. Payloads contain standard remote call API (STDAPI) signatures that enable
detecting attacker activities. The nested ASTDs of Exploit
respectively interleave on the source address (i.e.,  ipsrc
: string) and the destination address (i.e.,  ipdst : string).
This allows a number of instances of E1 for each possible
of ipsrc and ipdst. The automaton ASTD E1 is in state 3.
On the reception of an event e(revt5), transitions from
3 to 4 and 6 to 7 are synchronously executed by the ﬂow
operator. It means that the victim has clicked on the malware ﬁle and exploit succeeded. In the host, the malware
attempts a network connection (i.e., revt5.eventid="3") to
the attacker machine on port 4444. The function List.mem
elt list returns true when elt exists in list. In the network,
an attack session has been initiated (i.e., revt5.ﬂags="S")
between the victim and the attacker. The next transition
(i.e., from 4 to 5) is executed when an attack session
is established (i.e., revt6.ﬂags="SA") and the attacker
starts to send malicious payloads (e.g., “stdapi” in the
revt6 payload). Concurrently, the malware attempts to
locally modify registries (i.e., revt7.eventid="13") on the
victim machine ip1. Its behaviour is identiﬁed by a regular
expression in the registry key [27]. The function contains
str regexp returns true, when a string in str matches the
regular expression regexp.

type (e.g., ICMP, TCP, UDP), ipsrc the source address,
portsrc the source port, ipdst the destination address,
portdst the destination port, ﬂags a combination of TCP
ﬂags (S/SYN initiates a connection, A/ACK acknowledges
received data, R/RST aborts a connection in response to
ans error), and payload the event content.
The guard states that the source initiates a TCP connection to the destination, the destination ip address
and port of the event matches the quantiﬁed interleave
variables ipdst and portdst, and the end of the reconnaissance phase has not been reached. This means that
the event is executed only on the appropriate automaton
instance. The transition from state 1 to state 2 captures
the response of the victim to the attacker. It illustrates
the declaration of actions on transitions, the second type
of extensions made to the ASTD notation. Action Atr1
increases attribute count of Recon. When count reaches
the threshold, attribute recon end is set to true, which will
enable ASTD Exploit to start. Actions are expressed in
OCaml to integrate easily with the ASTD interpreter. An
attribute x is represented by an OCaml reference variable
x, which is dereferenced using “!x” to access its value.
Let consider the following events which are used to
describe the RAT speciﬁcation.
revt1 <systime="t1", eventid="", image="", registrykey="", proto="TCP",
ipsrc="ip1", portsrc="pt1", ipdst="ip2", portdst="pt2", tcpflags="S",
payload="p1">
revt2 <systime="t2", eventid="", image="", registrykey="", proto="TCP",
ipsrc="ip2", portsrc="pt2", ipdst="ip1", portdst="pt1", tcpflags="RA",
payload="p2">
revt3 <systime="t3", eventid="", image="", registrykey="", proto="TCP",
ipsrc="ip1", portsrc="pt1", ipdst="ip2", portdst="pt3", tcpflags="S",
payload="p3">
revt4 <systime="t4", eventid="", image="", registrykey="", proto="TCP",
ipsrc="ip2", portsrc="pt3", ipdst="ip1", portdst="pt1", tcpflags="RA",
payload="p4">
revt5 <systime="t5",eventid="3",image="C:\\Users\\admin\\KWIAYAMw\\
XYkgwUUo.exe", registrykey="", proto="TCP", ipsrc="ip2",portsrc="pt2",
ipdst="ip1", portdst="pt1",tcpflags="S",payload="p5">
revt6 <systime="t6", eventid="", image="", registrykey="", proto="TCP",
ipsrc="ip1", portsrc="pt1", ipdst="ip2", portdst="pt2", tcpflags="SA",
payload="stdapi">
revt7 <systime="t7",eventid="13",image="C:\\ProgramData\\pykEMEsI\\
ykAYMkMA.exe",registrykey="HKLM\\SOFTWARE\\Microsoft\\Windows\\
CurrentVersion\\Run\\EUgUgAYs.exe", proto="UDP",ipsrc="ip1",
portsrc="pt4",ipdst="ip1",portdst="pt5",tcpflags="",payload="">

An attacker initiates a TCP connection on its machine
(address ip1) to the victim machine (address ip2). The
reception of the event e(revt1) triggers a transition from
0 to 1, within Recon in the interleavings instance ip2 and
pt2. The state 2 is reached when event revt2 is received.
Action Atr1 increments attribute count and returns an
immediate alert when the number of scanned ports on the
victim machine reaches a threshold. An alert is a message
sent to the environment (e.g., stdout). In this case, the
attribute recon end takes the value true, enabling the next
component of the sequence (i.e., Exploit) to start. After
receiving event revt4, the value of count is 2 and two
instances of R1 (i.e., (ip2,pt2) and (ip2,pt3) are in state
2; the others are still in their initial state).
Because ASTD Recon is a quantiﬁed interleave, it is
ﬁnal when all its interleaved instances are ﬁnal; similarly
for its nested ASTD  portdst : string. An automaton is

IV. ASTD Tool Support
A. Prolog and ProB
The ProB model checker was originally developed for B
speciﬁcations, but can also be applied to other languages
whose operational semantics are expressed in Prolog. This
is how the synchronization between CSP and B was realized in [28], by transcribing the operational semantics
of CSP to Prolog. We have implemented the operational
semantics of extended ASTDs along with all features and
operators as required for this case study: sequence, guard,
and various synchronization operators (interleaving, full
and selective synchronization) and the new ﬂow operator.
The operational semantics rules of extended ASTDs can
be translated to individual Prolog clauses. For example,
the rule for the sequence operator is translated as follows.
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are indeed correctly detected. For this experiment, we have
written an ASTD which reads in a log ﬁle and replays the
events in the ﬁle. This ASTD is put into parallel with
the attack model, and one can check whether attacks are
identiﬁed or not. The execution took 50 ms to process 300
events.

atrans(seq([A1|T]),G1,Trans,S2,G2) :- aseq_trans(A1,T,
G1,Trans,S2,G2).
aseq_trans(A1,T,G1,Trans,S2,G2) :- %allow A1 to evolve
atrans(A1,G1,Trans,A2,G2), create_seq(A2,T,S2).
aseq_trans(A1,[A2|T],G1,Trans,S2,G2) :% if A1 is final: skip to rest
is_final_astd(A1), aseq_trans(A2,T,G1,Trans,S2,G2).

Intuitively,
the
Prolog
predicate
atrans(S1,G1,E,S2,G2) is true when the ASTD
expression S1 can execute the event E in the context of
the global state G1, resulting in a new ASTD expression
S2 and a new global state G2. In other words, it
E,G1,G2
corresponds to S1 −−−−−−→a S2 from Sect. II. The
Prolog predicate is final astd(A) is true when the
ASTD A is ﬁnal, implementing ﬁnal from Sect. II.
For eﬃciency reasons, atrans calls other subsidiary
predicates like aseq trans and create seq. The latter
simply constructs a new ASTD sequence expression.
An
ASTD
expression
is
a
Prolog
term
representing
the
ASTD
structure,
e.g.,
seq([aut(R1(’8.8.8.8’,80),aut(E1(’8.8.8.8’,80)])
to represent the sequential composition of an instance
of the R1 automata and an instance of the E1 automata
from Fig. 4. The global state is represented as a list
of bindings, e.g., [count/0,recon end/0,thres/45,
warnings/[]] for R1 in Fig. 4.
Note that here we have implemented sequence not as
a binary operator like in Sect. II-B, but also as n-ary
operator that combines several ASTDs. The ﬁrst clause of
aseq trans corresponds to the rule 1 from Sect. II-B,
and the second clause to rule 2 . There is no need for rule
3 as we throw away A1 in the resulting process expression
S2.
Currently, to run ProB on an ASTD, one needs to
express the transitions of the individual automata in
Prolog. For normal automata, this results in one fact
per transition. For automata with actions and rules, this
corresponds to one Prolog clause per transition, the body
of the clause containing the conditions and associated
actions. In future, we plan to generate those Prolog
translations automatically from the ASTD representation.
By writing the interpreter, we have gained access to
various features of ProB: animation, model checking
(deadlock, determinism, safety, LTL, CTL), reﬁnement
checking, and execution (a faster version of animation
which does not store the history of states). In principle
one could also synchronize ASTDs with B machines in the
style of [28].
As a ﬁrst simpler example we have replicated the Library case study from [29], using global state to store
reservations. Our Prolog ASTD interpreter is about three
times faster than ProB on the B translation of the system
(not using ProB’s symmetry reduction or partial order
reduction). On our security case study, the animation
features uncovered various issues with earlier versions of
the attack models of Fig. 4. For example, the animator
and model checker uncovered various unexpected nondeterminisms in the attack speciﬁcation. We have also
managed to replay a real attack log, validating that attacks

B. ASTD OCaml Interpreter
In [30], an initial development of an ASTD interpreter
has been made for information systems. It has been extended to support new features for cyber attack detection.
The interpreter implements the operational semantics of
ASTDs by computing transition proofs. It executes an
input attack speciﬁcation on input sources (i.e., packets,
audit logs). Attack speciﬁcations are converted into a
serialized format [20] before being sent to the interpreter.
During execution, raw events from the host or/and network are preprocessed into the enumerated form e(systime,
eventid, image, ...). The interpreter reads preprocessed
events in oﬄine mode (i.e., from a ﬁle) or in real-time, and
computes possible transitions of the speciﬁcation. Actions
like alerts are displayed to the administrator.
For the case study, iastd1 was able to detect RAT
attacks on both the network and the host. The execution
took on average 8.621 s to process 89 600 events.
Hereafter, some alerts generated from the iastd output
during detection.
Alert Port scan attack
Alert Metasploit privilege escalation
Alert File ’C:\\Users\\admin\\Desktop\\ZisUurWz.exe’ attempted a suspi
cious connection to 192.168.1.129 on port 4444
Alert File ’C:\\ProgramData\\JAsIssEI\\EUgUgAYs.exe’ attempted a suspi
cious connection to 172.217.3.206 on port 80

Several attacks like ransomwares and lateral movement
have been speciﬁed and executed using the interpreter.
More complex attacks operating in various environments
could also be speciﬁed using ASTDs. Being domainindependent, the ASTD language could be extended in
a well-deﬁned way to match diﬀerent operating environments and networks. Thus, iastd operates as a hostbased attack detector, network-based attack detector, and
hybrid attack detector when the input ASTD model
respectively speciﬁes a host attack behavior, a network
attack behavior and both.
V. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper proposes an extension of the ASTD notation
with attributes, actions and a new operator called ﬂow.
These extensions are particularly useful to model cybersecurity attacks and are implemented in two interpreters,
one in Prolog with ProB, and the other in OCaml. ProB
proved to be a useful addition, because it gives us access to
several model checking features already implemented, like
reﬁnement checking, determinacy checking, temporal formula checking. However, these interpreters are currently
limited to primitive types integers and strings.
1 The interpreter and results are available at https://depot.gril.
usherbrooke.ca/fram1801/iASTD-public.
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The algebraic nature of our approach is quite useful
to explore several variants of speciﬁcation attacks. For
instance, the speciﬁcation of Fig. 4 triggers the exploit
phase detection when one ip address has been scanned.
An alternative behaviour is to trigger one exploit phase
for each ip address scanned; it suﬃces to move the sequence operator just after ASTD Recon, and remove the
quantiﬁed interleave  portsrc: string in ASTD Exploit.
Another variant would be to use a synchronization 
instead of a sequence in RAT Network; this would enable to
detect both port scans and exploits concurrently. Making
these changes in a model-based language like B, or in a
scripting language like Python, which is the common practice in security, would entail several changes in the types
of variables and the modiﬁcation of preconditions and
postconditions in several operations, which is subtle and
error-prone. The ability to compose speciﬁcations relieves
the speciﬁer from this burden. The ASTD language is
accessible by users who are not necessarily experts and the
attack detection is automatically done by the interpreters.
A script that reproduces the same behaviour for attack
detection, requires a huge case analysis on the content of
the packet and audit logs, something which is hard to code
and maintain.
Our future work consists in building the ability to deﬁne
complex types (e.g., Flow, Session, AuditLog) to handle
the detection of more complex attacks. We plan to use ontologies to deﬁne these types and use them in various tools
to support our approach. Further experimentation will be
conducted to handle more complex attack speciﬁcations. If
these are successful, we plan to develop an ASTD compiler
that will generate eﬃcient code from ASTD speciﬁcations
and use them to detect intrusion in real environments.
Quantiﬁed interleaves can be eﬃciently executed in constant time or O(log(n)) when the quantiﬁcation variable
occurs in each event, which is typically the case [31].
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